# Announcements

- Show of hands – how many have ipods? MP3 players?

- Peds shadowing begins this week – on-line schedule
  - Thursday Paul Ackerman
  - Thursday Andrea Adams
  - Friday Julia Adams

- Neuro exam video CD in small group folders – one for each MS 2 (45 minutes)
- Neuro exam in 10 minutes CD to come
- Head to toe exam CD to come

---

# Announcements 8-15-06

- Do write-up of eye exam BEFORE you dilate eyes
  - Dilating eyes – Tropicamide 0.5% Ophthalmic solution
    - ½ small group dilates right eye
    - ½ small group dilates left eye
  - One to two drops (don’t touch dropper to your eye)
  - Lasts 3-8 hours; shorter in heavily pigmented irides
  - Wear sun glasses home
  - Don’t wear contacts
  - Don’t use if you have glaucoma, are pregnant (Cat C), nursing
  - Dr. Jay’s lecture
  - Dr. Koller brief demonstrate of most common pit falls